
EXILES COMBATEXILES COMBATABILITY ACTIONS

STANCES

Removes X charges of each type 
from enemy

Removes X stacks of every debuff on self

Consumes all charges of a type

Consumes all charges of all types

Has increased effectiveness for every stack 
beyond X of type

Converts all charges to designated type

Generates 1 charge of resource type

Generates 2 charges

Generates 3 charges

Generates 4 charges

Protects X charges of each type from 
Break/Steal

Removes X stacks of every buff on enemy

Deals 5% additional damage for each 
enemy charge

Takes X charges of each type from enemy

Break (x)

Cleanse (x)

Consume (all)

Consume (all of type)

Consume (x+)

Convert

Generate 1

Generate 2

Generate 3

Generate 4

Immune (x)

Purge (x)

Rebuke

Steal (x)

Generates 2 charges instead of 1 this turn

Deals 50% bonus damage to Armor

Ignores Armor when dealing damage

EFFECTS

Adrenaline

Armor up (x)

Cripple

Crushing

Empowered

Energize (x)

Insight

Piercing

Riposte

Trap (x)

Bleed

Shield

Generates 1 of the same resource type for 
the next X resources the enemy generates 
(ignores end of round generation)

Buffed character deals 50% of damage taken 
back to enemy

Debuffed character deals additional damage 
per stack

The next X number of Abilites used have 
cooldown reduced by 1

Debuffed character takes additional damage 
per stack

Increases Armor by 10% of starting Armor 
value per X

Deals 5% additional damage for each charge 
counter the character has

Debuffed character takes direct damage to 
HP at the end of their turn per stack

Buffed character takes 50% less damage 
from next Ability used against them

Exiles features quick, turn-based battles where combatants 
play Abilities against each other to reduce HP to 0. 
Abilities take 1 of 3 Stances which affect resource 

generation, consumption and effects.

Martial
Moderate resource generation 
speed, damage and breaks
Moderate resource generation 
speed, damage and breaks
Moderate resource generation 

Mystic
Slow resource generation speed, 
damage, converts and steals
Slow resource generation speed, 
damage, converts and steals
Slow resource generation speed, 

Magic

speed, damage, no counters
Fast resource generation 

speed, damage, no counters
Fast resource generation 

Wild
Consume any resource 

type, damage and immunes

Fast resource generation 




